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The study is aimed to understand the heat transfer coefficient and thermal entropy generation analyses of plate
heat exchanger by using water-based nanodiamond nanofluids. The experiments were conducted in the volume
concentration range: 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 1.0%, the Reynolds number range: 140 ≤ Re ≤ 610, the mass flow rate range:
0.05 ≤ ṁ ≤ 0.183kg/s, and the Peclet number range from 895.78 ≤ Pe ≤ 3882.72, respectively. The effect of
Reynolds number, Peclet number and particle volume loadings of nanodiamond nanofluids on heat transfer
characteristics and entropy generation has been investigated. Water and nanodiamond nanofluids were
considered as hot and cold medium in the plate heat exchanger, respectively, for the experimental study. The
study reveals considerable augmentation in heat transfer coefficient and Nusselt number with an increase of
nanofluid particle loadings. The study showed 32.50%, 55.47%, 35.11%, 22.80%, and 18.93% enhancements in
overall heat transfer coefficient, heat transfer coefficient, Nusselt number, pressure drop and pumping power
compared to base fluid at a Reynolds number of 526.37 at ϕ = 1.0%. Improved effectiveness, number of transfer
units and exergy efficiency of 14.41%, 32.81% and 19.72% was observed at ϕ = 1.0% and at a Reynolds number
of 526.37 against base fluid data. The thermal entropy and friction entropy generation was showed decreasing
and increasing trends respectively, in the measured particle volume loadings. The Bejan number and entropy
generation number demonstrated the roles of heat transfer and friction factor in the entropy generation. From the
experimental results a new Nusselt number and friction factor correlations were proposed.

1. Introduction
It is necessary to develop a heat transfer device that are more effi
cient and compact in design. More attempts have been done by various
researchers to improve the design of heat transfer device and also heat
transfer efficiency of the working fluid [1–3]. The plate heat exchangers
(PHE) are generally used as a heat transfer devices in many industries,
including food manufacturing, heating and cooling applications, power
plants, central cooling systems and chemical processing because of its
excellent heat transfer capacity and compact in design. Additionally the
maintenance, cleaning and adjustment of plates by adding or removing
is very simple and easy [4,5]. The commonly and widely used PHEs are

corrugated type. The corrugation on the plates allows the working fluid
to swirl movement in chevron type PHE. The corrugation angle (β) in
PHE is generally varies from 25◦ to 65◦ . The heat transfer performance
and pressure drop of PHE is estimated by considering the chevron angle
[6,7]. Due to the increased surface area and turbulence, the corrugated
plates in PHE provide an improved heat transfer against the plain type
plates.
Adding nanometer sized particles to the base fluid is the one of the
passive heat transfer enhancement technique. The fluids dispersed with
nanometer size particles are called as nanofluids, which is developed by
Choi [8]. These nanofluids offer higher thermal conductivity than the
base fluid has been noticed by Yang et al. [9] based on the graphene
nano-sheets nanofluid data and Altun [10] based on the Al2O3/water
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Nomenclature
A
C
Cp
b
Be
Dh
Dp
Ex,dest,T
Ex,dest,F
f
Ġ
Gz
h
knf
km
Lh
Lw
Lp
Lv
ṁ
Np
Ns
Nu
Pc
Pe
Pp
Pr
q

Q̇h
Q̇nf

area, m2
heat capacity,
specific heat, J/kg K
mean channel spacing, m
Bejan number
hydraulic diameter, m
port diameter, m
thermal exergy destruction, W
frictional exergy destruction, W
friction factor
mass velocity, kg/s m2
Graetz number, Gz = RePrdh/Lp
heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 K
thermal conductivity of nanofluid, W/m K
thermal conductivity of plate material, W/m K
width between two ports, m
width of the plate, m
length between two ports, m
total length of the plate, m
mass flow rate, kg/s
number of plates, 6
entropy generation number
Nusselt number, Nu = hDh/k
corrugated pitch, m
Peclet number, Pe = uLpρCp/k
pumping power, W
Prandtl number, Pr = μ × Cp/k
heat flux, W/m2

Q̇a
Re
Ṡg,total
Ṡg,th
Ṡg,f
T
U
v
W
Symbols

average heat, W
Reynolds number, Re = GDh/μ
total entropy generation, W/K

thermal entropy generation, W/K

frictional entropy generation, W/K
temperature, oC
overall heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 K
mean velocity, m/s
weight of nanoparticles, g

μ
ηEx
η

Density, kg/m3
effectiveness
particle volume concentration, %
pressure drop, pa
viscosity, mPa.s
exergy efficiency
performance index ratio

Suffixes
a
h
i
m
nf
o

equilibrium
hot fluid
inlet
mean
nanofluid
outlet

ρ
ε
ϕ
ΔP

nanofluid data. Increased thermal conductivity of these nanofluids is
caused the increase of heat transfer coefficient, which is observed by
Ajeeb et al. [11] based on the experimental data of MWCNTs/water in a
tube, Chakule and Talmale [12] from the experimental data of water
based Al2O3 and CuO nanofluids in a tube and Sundar et al. [13] with the
experimental data of Fe3O4/water nanofluid in a tube. Li and Xuan [14]
observed increased heat transfer coefficient from the experimental data
of aqueous magnetic fluid under the magnetic field in a tube. Wen and
Ding [15] also noticed an increased heat transfer coefficient for Al2O3/
water nanofluid flow in a tube under laminar flow. Even, Heris et al.
[16] also found the same enhanced heat transfer coefficient for Al2O3/
water nanofluid in tube. Pak and Cho [17] revealed heat transfer coef
ficient enhancement for Al2O3/water and TiO2/water nanofluids in a
tube.
Apart from the use of nanofluids in a tube, some researchers have
used these nanofluids in PHEs and found an improved heat transfer
coefficients. Some of the research works related to use of nanofluids in
PHEs is presented here. Kumar et al. [18] conducted heat transfer ex
periments with ZnO/water and CeO2/water nanofluids flow in PHE and
found heat transfer augmentation of 11.77%, 8.40%, 9.31%, and
12.79% at ϕ = 0.5% of ZnO/water nanofluid and 24.49%, 22.63%,
24.65% and 28.25% at ϕ = 0.5% of CeO2/water nanofluid. Javadi et al.
[19] noticed heat transfer coefficients of 1260, 1257, and 923.44 W/m2
K for water based Al2O3, TiO2 and SiO2 nanofluids in PHE. Tiwari et al.
[20] have found heat transfer coefficient increase of 35.9%, 26.3%,
24.1% and 13.9% of water based CeO2, Al2O3, TiO2 and SiO2 nanofluids
in PHE at ϕ = 0.75%, ϕ = 1.0%, ϕ = 0.75% and ϕ = 1.25%, respectively.
With the use of CuO/water nanofluids in PHE, Khairul et al. [21]
found heat transfer enhancement of 27.2% and exergy reduction of 24%
at ϕ = 1.5%. By using CeO2/water nanofluid in PHE, Tiwari et al. [22]
have noticed an overall heat transfer coefficient improvement of 28% at
ϕ = 0.75%. Fard et al. [23] have found heat transfer coefficient

rate of heat flow of hot fluid, W
rate of heat absorbed by nanofluid, W

improvement of 20% with ZnO/water nanofluid in a PHE. Maré et al.
[24] revealed heat transfer coefficient increase of 42% and 50% for
water based Al2O3 and CNTs nanofluids in PHE.
From the experimental data of CuO/water nanofluids, Pantzali et al.
[25] have examined the heat transfer coefficient improvement. Simi
larly, Haghshenas et al. [26] also observed an improved heat transfer
coefficient by using hot ZnO/water nanofluid. Huang et al. [27]
considered two nanofluids of Al2O3/water and MWCNT/water nano
fluid and noticed augmented heat transfer coefficients compared to base
fluid. From the experimental data of 2% vol. of Al2O3/water nanofluid in
a PHE, Pandey and Nema [28] found an improved performance of the
heat exchanger. In the same fashion, from the experimental data of
Al2O3/water nanofluid, Kabeel et al. [29] found heat transfer augmen
tation of 13% with a pressure drop raise of 45% at ϕ = 4% of nanofluid
in a PHE. Majdi and Abed [30] also noticed a heat transfer improvement
of 18% for SiO2/water nanofluid. Ray et al. [31] revealed heat transfer
coefficient and overall heat transfer coefficient enhancements of 11%
and 4.85% at ϕ = 0.5% of Al2O3/ethylene glycol and water mixture
based nanofluid in a PHE. Using the Al2O3/lithium bromide nanofluid,
Chen et al. [32] noticed heat transfer improvement and effectiveness
increase of 116.5% and 93.7% at ϕ = 3% of nanofluid in a PHE. Anoop
et al. [33] noticed an improvement in overall heat transfer coefficient of
5% for 2 wt% of silicon dioxide–water nanofluids in a heat exchanger.
Wang et al. [34] have observed higher heat transfer performance of
miniature plate heat exchanger by using 50:50% weight percentage of
water and ethylene glycol mixture based graphene nanoplatelets nano
fluid. Barzegarian et al. [35] found heat transfer coefficient enhance
ment of 6.6%, 13.5% and 23.7% at ϕ = 0.3%, 0.8% and 1.5% of TiO2/
water nanofluid in a PHE. Behrangzade and Heyhat et al. [36] noticed
the significant improvement of overall heat transfer coefficient for sil
ver/water nanofluid in a PHE. Taghizadeh-Tabari et al. [37] revealed
the heat transfer augmentation with TiO2/water nanofluid in a PHE in
2
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the Reynolds number range from 10 to 230.
Zheng et al. [38] considered water based Al2O3, SiC, CuO and Fe3O4
nanofluids in a PHE and observed among all the nanofluids Fe3O4
nanofluid is showing better thermal performance and CuO nanofluid is
showing worst thermal performance and also observed heat transfer
coefficient of 21.9% for 1.0 wt% of Fe3O4 nanofluid. Bahiraei and
Monavari [39] investigated the performance of platelet, brick, cylinder,
blade, and oblate spheroid type nanoparticles based nanofluids in a
micro plate heat exchanger and observed oblate spheroid shape particles
leads highest effectiveness followed by brick, blade, cylinder, and
platelet shape nanoparticles based nanofluids. Pourhoseini et al. [40]
examined overall heat transfer coefficient of silver-water nanofluid flow
in a CR14-45 COMER plate heat exchanger and observed with increased
nanofluid concentration and volume flow rate enhances the overall heat
transfer coefficient of PHE. Teng et al. [41] used carbon-based nano
fluids in a brazed plate heat exchanger system and observed average
heat exchange capacity increase of 7.54% for 0.6 wt%. Sarafraz et al.
[42] experimentally investigated thermal performance of a chevron type
flat plate heat exchanger working with CuO/water nanofluid and
observed improved performance. Tiwari et al. [43] numerically inves
tigated heat transfer in a counter flow chevron corrugated plate heat
exchanger using CeO2/water and Al2O3/water nanofluid and observed
higher performance of PHE.
Some researchers have explained in their review paper, the use of
nanofluids in PHE may provide higher thermal performance. Kumar
et al. [44] conducted a critical review in order to explain about the
thermal performance, heat transfer and friction factor of PHE working
with various nanofluids. Pandya et al. [45] explained effect of nano
particles size, base fluid, heat transfer coefficient, flow conditions and
pressure drop of use of nanofluids in a PHE in their review paper. Gupta
et al. [46] revealed in their review paper about the performance
improvement of various nanofluids in a PHE. Maghrabie et al. [47]
explained in their review paper, the selection of heat exchanger is de
pends on the thermal efficiency, operating load, size, flexibility in
operation, compatibility with working fluids.
Researchers have studied the heat transfer and entropy generation of
various kind of nanofluids flow in a different geometries using numerical
and experimental analysis is presented here. Chand et al. [48] investi
gated the thermal instability of low Prandtl number nanofluid flow in a
porus medium based on the Galerkin weighted residuals method and
observed that the Prandtl number and Darcy number have a destabi
lizing effect. Mohammed et al. [49] studied the laminar mixed convec
tion for water based Au, Ag, Al2O3, Cu, CuO, diamond, SiO2, and TiO2
nanofluids flow in a vertical duct at ϕ = 5% in the Reynolds number
range from 33.3 ≤ Re ≤ 100 and found that SiO2 nanofluid has the
highest Nusselt number at the highest buoyancy level. Kolsi et al. [50]
studied the effects of Rayleigh number, particle concentration and en
tropy generation on the natural convection heat transfer inside a threedimensional cubical enclosure filled with water-Al2O3 nanofluid, they
have observed that the entropy generation rate is due to the heat
transfer, friction factor and they also noticed that the total entropy
generation is increased with the increase of particle concentrations.
Chand et al. [51] studied the thermal convection in a horizontal layer of
nanofluid and they have used the Brownian diffusion and thermopho
resis models and their results indicated that the Lewis number and
modified diffusivity ratio destabilizes the fluid layer. Ahmed et al. [52]
studied the thermal conductivity and viscosity of water based Cu, Ag,
CuO, and TiO2 nanofluids and they have found that the parameters like
Reynolds number, suction/injection, particle loadings, and type of the
nanoparticles are the main influencing parameters for heat generation
and skin friction coefficient.
Kasmani et al. [53] investigated the Soret and Dufour effects on the
double-diffusive convective boundary layer flow of a nanofluid past a
moving wedge using the fourth-order Runge–Kutta–Gill method and
found that, the heat transfer rate is increased by increasing the Soret
parameter and it is decreased by increasing the Dufour parameter. Li

et al. [54] studied the free convection and radiation heat transfer of the
alumina/water nanofluid in a two-dimensional square cavity at an angle
of 45◦ using Plackett-Burman method and observed heat transfer is
reduced by 30%, and the entropy generation is decreased by 25% and
heat transfer and the generated entropy is increased by 98% and 1% at ϕ
= 6%. Li et al. [55] investigated the free convection of Al2O3/water
nanofluid in a square cavity and observed the Nusselt number is
improved by 4.5-times. Alnaqi et al. [56] studied the natural convection
and entropy generation in an air-filled cubical cavity in the Rayleigh
number from 103 < Ra < 106 and observed increase of Rayleigh number
leads to an increase of Nusselt number and decrease of the Bejan
number.
Earlier works revealed that heat transfer and thermal performance
factor improvement of PHE by using various kinds of nanofluids. To, the
author's best of knowledge, there is no heat transfer experimental data
for nanodiamond nanofluids flow in a PHE. The nanodiamond material
is having high hardness, chemical stability, toughness, yield strength
and high thermal conductivity among all the materials. These nano
diamond materials may found an application in high-speed electronics
and response systems as well as high-power laser windows, protective
coatings, electrochemical sensors, and engine oil additives to improve
the lubrication. Apart from the above applications, the nanodiamond
nanofluids offer higher thermal conductivities as well as higher heat
transfer coefficients.
Hence, the present study is aimed to analyze the heat transfer,
exergy, friction factor, performance index ratio, and total entropy gen
eration of nanodiamond nanofluids flow in a PHE experimentally. In
addition to that, the effectiveness, number of transfer units and exergy
efficiency is also analyzed. The experiments were performed in the ϕ
range from 0 to 1.0%, Reynolds number range from 140 to 610, and
Peclet number range from 895.78 to 3882.72. The obtained experi
mental data is compared with the other kind of nanofluids. From the
data, new Nusselt number and friction factor correlations were
proposed.
2. Analyses
2.1. Nusselt number of nanofluid
The hot water and cold nanofluid is used in a PHE and both the fluids
flow in a PHE in counter flow direction. The hot water mass flow rate
and inlet temperature was fixed to 0.05 kg/s and 80 ◦ C throughout the
experiments and the cold nanofluid mass flow rate is adjusted to 0.05 to
0.183 kg/s and the inlet temperature is fixed to 30 ◦ C. Eqs. (1) and (2)
are used to analyze the rate of heat flow through hot water and cold
nanofluid. The hot water and cold nanofluid properties were considered
at mean temperature of the fluid.
(
)
(1)
Q̇h = ṁh Cp,h Th,i − Th,o
(
)
Q̇nf = ṁnf Cp,nf Tnf ,o − Tnf ,i

(2)

Tm,h =

Th,i + Th,o
2

(3)

Tm,nf =

Tnf ,i + Tnf ,o
2

(4)

Q̇a =

Q̇h + Q̇nf
2

(5)

Eq. (6) predicts the overall heat transfer coefficient.
U=

3

Q̇a
A(∆T)LMTD

(6)
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(7)

(∆p)
f = ( )( )

The hot water heat transfer coefficient (hh) was calculated from Eq.
(8) [57]:
[
]
0.348 Re0.663
kh
Pr0.33
h
h
hh =
(8)
Dh
Ġh Dh,h

Reh =

μh
μh Cp,h

Prh =

(9)

⎜Q̇a ⎟
⎝A⎠
Ṡg,th =

Ṡg,f =

(12)

Eq. (13) predicts the cold nanofluid heat transfer coefficient after
substituting the values from Eqs. (6) and (8) [58].
U=

1
hh

+ ktm + h1nf

(13)

Where, t is the plate thickness (m), and km is the thermal conductivity of
material (13.5 W/m K). Stainless steel is used as plate material.
The cold nanofluid, Nusselt number was calculated from Eq. (19).
Renf =

Ġnf Dh,nf

μnf

Hydraulic diameter, Dh = 2b
Ġnf =

μnf Cp,nf

(17)

Prnf =

knf

Penf = Renf Prnf
hnf Dh,nf
Nunf =
knf

Pp =

ρnf

Ėxdest,th = Ta Ṡg,th

(27)

Ėxdest,f = Ta Ṡg,f

(28)

Ta Ṡg,th
Qavg

(29)

Ṡg,th
Ṡg,th + Ṡg,f

(30)

2.4. Second law efficiency
The Eq. (31) analyze the exergy efficiency [66].

(18)

ηex = 1 − [

(19)

Ta Ṡg,th
( )]
1 − TTh,ma
Q̇a

(31)

(
)
Here, thermal entropy generation Ṡg,th , average heat transfer rate
( )
Q̇a , temperature (T). The suffixes, ‘a’ and ‘h,m’ represents dead state
and hot fluid mean temerature.
Eq. (32) is used to evalute the dead state (Ta) temperature.
(
)
(
)
ṁh Cp,h Th,i − Ta = ṁnf Cp,nf Ta − Tnf ,i

(32)

2.5. Performance index ratio
Eq. (33) estimated the performance index ratio [20].
[ ]

(20)

Qa
Pp

)
× ∆pnf

(25)

The terms are, total entropy generation, Ṡg,tot , thermal entropy gen

The pressure drop of cold nanofluid was analyzed by providing the
pressure gauge between the ports [59].

ṁ

( )
T
)ln c,o
Tc,i
Tc,i

eration, Ṡg,th , frictional entropy generation, Ṡg,f . Where, Ns is the entropy
generation number, Be is the Bejan number.

2.2. Friction factor of nanofluid

(

ρ π

8fnf ṁ3 Lp
(
2 d5 T
c,o −
h

(26)

Be =

Where, Penf , Nunf , Renf , Prnf , ṁnf , Ġnf , μnf , Cp,nf , and knf are the cold nano
fluid Peclet number, Nusselt number, Reynolds number, Prandtl num
ber, mass flow rate, mass velocity, viscosity, specific heat and thermal
conductivity. The terms Np, b, and Lw are number of nanofluid plates,
mean channel spacing, and plate width inside gaskets.

∆pnf = p1 − p2

2
nf

(24)

Eq. (30) predicts the Bejan number [65].

(15)
(16)

(
)
Nunf Renf Prnf knf Tc,i Tc,o

Ṡg,tot = Ṡg,Th + Ṡg,F

Ns =

(14)

ṁnf
Np bLw

(23)

The Eqs. (24)–(26) predicts the thermal, frictional and total entropy
generation [61–64].
⎛ ⎞2

Where, Reh , Prh , ṁh , Ġh , μh , Cp,h , and kh are the hot water Reynolds num
ber, Prandtl number, mass flow rate, mass velocity, viscosity, specific
heat and thermal conductivity. The terms Np, b, and Lw are number of hot
fluid plates, mean channel spacing, and plate width inside gaskets.

1

ṁnf

ρnf A

2.3. Entropy analysis

(11)

Hydraulic diameter, Dh = 2b

2

Here, ∆p, ρnf, v, and A is the pressure drop, density of the nanofluid,
velocity, and area.

(10)

kh

ṁh
Np bLw

Ġh =

v=

(22)

ρv2

L
dh

η = [ ]nf

(21)

Qa
Pp

Eq. (22) estimates the friction factor of nanofluids [60].
4

bf

(33)
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3.2. Properties of base fluid

2.6. Effectiveness

The thermophysical properties of base fluid (water) with effect of
temperatures were fitted into regression equations. Incropera et al. [72]
data of thermophysical properties of water was used to develop the
equations. It is simple to calculate the thermophysical properties of hot
water at a mean temperature. The temperature range of 20 ◦ C to 80 ◦ C
was used for developing the equations.
(
)
ρw = 1004.147 − 0.12806T − 0.00306T 2 R2 = 0.9976
(37)

Eq. (34) analyzes the effectiveness of PHE [67].

ε=

q
qmax

(34)

Where, q = Ch(Th, i − Th, o) = Cnf(Tnf, o − Tnf, i)
(
)
qmax = Cmin Th,i − Tc,i
Case-1: If Ch > Cnf then Case-2: If Ch < Cnf then
)
)
(
(
Ch = ṁCp h = Cmax Ch = ṁCp h = Cmin.
(
(
)
)
Cnf = ṁCp nf = Cmin Cnf = ṁCp nf = Cmax

(
)
kw = 0.56651 − 0.00167T − 3.9198T 2 R2 = 0.9995
(
)
Cp,w = 4178.85 − 0.1219T + 0.00306T 2 R2 = 0.9876
(

μw = 1.3839 − 0.0216T + 1.0412 × 10− 4 T 2 R2 = 0.9959

2.7. Number of transfer units

UA
Cmin

(39)
)

(40)

3.3. Properties of nanodiamond nanofluids

Eq. (35) evaluates the Number of transfer units [68].
NTU =

(38)

Alklaibi et al. [73] proposed thermophysical properties equations for
ND/water nanofluids and those are used for present study to analyze the
heat transfer and friction factor characterization. The equations are
given below.
[
[ ]0.06022 ]
0.1897 T
knf = kbf 1.062(1 + ϕ)
(41)
60

(35)

3. Experimental study
3.1. Preparation of nanodiamond nanofluids
The nanodiamond-soot was acquired from International Technology
Center, USA and those are purified from the Sundar et al. [69] proced
ure. Distilled water is used as a base fluid and the nanodiamond nano
fluids were prepared in the particle volume concentrations of 0.2%,
0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8% and 1.0%. Each particle concentration of nanofluid
was prepared in 13 l. The nanodiamond particles required for the known
particle volume concentration was estimated from Eq. (36).
) ( )
(
ϕ
W
WND × 100 =
×
× ρND
(36)
ρ W
(1 − ϕ)

[
0.5418

μnf = μbf 1.235(1 + ϕ)
[
0.03279

ρnf = ρbf (1 + ϕ)

[ ]0.0003355 ]
T
60

[
Cp,nf = Cp,bf (1 + ϕ)−

Where, volume concentration is ϕ (%), density of water (ρw) is 998.5 kg/
m3, density of nanodiamond is (ρND) is 3100 kg/m3, weight of water
(Ww) is 13 l, and weight of nanodiamond (WND) is estimated.
The acid treated technique for the purification of nanodiamond-soot
proposed by Sundar et al. [70] gives the carboxyl groups on the surface
of nanodiamond (ND) and which gives the good stability of ND particles
in the base fluid. The dry ND quantities of 80.88, 162.09, 243.62,
325.49, and 407.68 g were dispersed in 13 l of base fluid and agitated at
low rpm with a stirrer until 4 h to achieve the 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8%
and 1,0% particle loadings. The prepared ND nanofluids pH was
measured with pH meter and noticed as the nanofluids contain neutral,
hence the nanofluids does not damage the PHE. Stainless steel is a
commonly used metal for the plates in plate heat exchanger because of
its ability to withstand high temperatures, its strength, and its corrosion
resistance. When the nanofluid pH is in acidic condition it damage the
plates by forming corrosion on the plates. Hence it always preferable the
nanofluid pH should be neutral.
The prepared ND/water nanofluids stabilities was measured using
zetasizer nano ZS, Malvern instrument, UK. The zetasizer instrument
measures the nanoparticle size distribution, dispersion properties, sta
bility and propensity to aggregate are crucial to the design of new
nanomaterials. The very large surface area of such materials may result
in novel physical and chemical properties, such as increased catalytic
activity, improved solubility or unexpected optical or toxicological
behaviour. The zetasizer instrument is working on the principle of dy
namic light scattering (DLS) method, which measures particle and
molecule size, from 0.3 nm to 10 μm. The measured zeta potential values
are –54, –48, –45, –43, and –40 mV for 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8% and
1.0% concentrations of nanofluid. When the nanofluid stability is more
than ±30 mV [71], they are considered as perfectly stable nanofluids.

[ ]0.1996 ]
T
60

0.0143

[ ]0.14×10− 4 ]
T
60

(42)

(43)

(44)

0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 1.0%; 30o C ≤ T ≤ 60o C
3.4. Plate heat exchanger
Schematic representation of PHE was shown in Fig. 1a and the parts
used were presented in Fig. 1b. Prepared ϕ = 1.0% concentration of ND/
water nanofluid sample was shown in Fig. 1c. The specifications of plate
heat exchanger is shown in Table 1. The experimental setup was contain
hot water tank, cold nanofluid tank, two rotameters, plate heat
exchanger, two pressure sensors, heater and cooling systems. Hot water
and cold nanofluid was used as working fluids in PHE and both circulate
in counter flow direction. Water was filled in a tank initially and heated
with 2 kW immersion heaters, and the fluid temperature was controlled
by proportional–integral–derivative controller. The inlet temperature of
hot water throughout the experiments was maintained as 80 ◦ C. The ND
nanofluids were filled in a tank and whose inlet temperature was
maintained as 30 ◦ C throughout the experiment with Julabo water
control device. The AC pump was used for the circulation of hot water
and cold nanofluids. In order to get the stable nanofluids and maintain
the uniform inlet temperature of the both hot water and cold nanofluid
throughout the experiments, a mechanical stirrer of 700 rpm was used.
The hot water and cold nanofluid inlet and outlet temperatures were
measured with PT-100 resistance temperature detector sensors. The
required flow rate of hot water and cold nanofluid was allowed inside
the PHE, the excess fluids were sent back to receiving tanks using bypass valve arrangement. The volume flow rate of hot water as fixed to
3 lit/min and the cold nanofluid was adjusted to 3 lit/min to 11 lit/min.
The pressure gauge was used at inlet and outlet of the PHE to mea
sure the pressure drop across the channel. The data acquisition system is
5
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Fig. 1. a Schematic arrangement of PHE for heat transfer study
b Details of plates in PHE
c Sample of prepared ND/water nanofluid.
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Table 1
Specifications of plate heat exchanger.
Port diameter, Dp (mm)
Number of plates
Plate width inside gaskets, Lw (mm)
Horizontal distance between the centers of the ports, Lh (mm)
Vertical distance between the centers of ports, Lp (mm)
Vertical distance of the plate, Lv (mm)
Heat exchanger area, A (m2)
Mean channel spacing, b (mm)
Gap between two consecutive plate, (mm)
Corrugation pitch, pc (mm)
Chevron angle, β
Gasket width, (mm)
Gasket thickness, (mm)
Plate pitch, p (mm)

30
6
180
60
357
480
0.3
2.8
2.4
14.2
30o
7.4
0.37
2.8

used to record the temperatures. Base fluid experiments were initially
conducted and then continued with nanofluids. Steady state of the sys
tem was identified around 2 h of the start of the experiment.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Validation of base fluid data
Bench mark analysis was performed for base fluid (water). The cold
water volume flow rate was adjusted to 3 lit/min to 11 lit/min and the
hot water volume flow rate was fixed to 3 lit/min. The hot water and
cold water temperatures were maintained to 80 ◦ C and 30 ◦ C, when they
enter into the PHE. Once the system approaches to steady state, the hot
water and cold water outlet temperatures were recorded. From Eqs. (1)
and (2) the rate of heat flow through hot water and cold water was
calculated. From Eq. (3) the average rate of heat flow was analyzed and
( )
used for all calculations. The hot water mass velocity Ġh was
analyzed from Eq. (11) and it is substituted in Eq. (9) to analyze the hot
water Reynolds number, which is found to be 811.11. This value is fixed
( )
throughout the experiments. The cold water mass velocity Ġnf was
analyzed from Eq. (16) and it is substituted in Eq. (14) to analyze the
cold water Reynolds number, which is found to be 168.35, 224.46,
280.58, 336.7, 392.81, 448.93, 505.05, 561.16, and 617.28,
respectively.
The Eq. (6) is used to calculate the base fluid overall heat transfer
coefficient (OHTC) and the data is shown in Fig. 2a along with Tiwari
et al. [20] data for validation purpose. As it is observed from the figure, a
maximum of 2.29% deviation was noticed from the present study and
the literature values. The non-dimensional Nusselt number of base fluid
is also used for validation purpose. Eqs. (6) and (8) calculates the overall
heat transfer coefficient and hot water convective heat transfer coeffi
cient and those are substituted in Eq. (13) to analyze the base fluid heat
transfer coefficient. After that Eq. (13) data is substituted in Eq. (19) to
calculate the non-dimensional Nusselt number of base fluid. The Rey
nolds number range for base fluid is found to be 168.35 to 617.28, which
is under laminar flow. The obtained Nusselt number values for base fluid
from Eq. (19) are indicated in Fig. 2b along with Sieder and Tate [74]
equation data.
( )− 0.14
μ
Nu = 1.86 Gz1/3 s
for Gz > 10
(45)

Fig. 2. a Experimental OHTC of water is compared with Tiwari et al. [20] data
b Experimental Nusselt number of water is compared with Sieder and Tate [74]
data
c Experimental friction factor of water is compared with Hagen-Poiseuille
law data.

μw

Where, Greatz number, Gz = RePrdh/Lp and μ is viscosity (mPa.s).
As it is found that, a maximum deviation of ±3.5% was observed
between present experimental Nusselt number and Sieder and Tate [74]
data.
Similarly, the friction factor of base fluid is also validated with
literature values. The pressure drop (Eq. 20) of base fluid across the inlet
(pi) and outlet (po) ports of PHE was measured from the pressure gauge

and then substituted in Eq. (22) for the analysis of friction factor. The
estimated base fluid friction factor is shown in Fig. 2c along with the
Hagen-Poiseuille law (f = 64/Re) data. It is found that a maximum of
±3% deviation between experimental and theoretical data.
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The inlet temperatures of hot water and cold nanofluid was fixed and
during the experimentation, after reaching the steady state, the outlet
temperatures of hot fluid and cold nanofluid was recorded and used for
further calculations. The rates of heat flow for hot water and cold
nanofluid as well as the convective heat transfer coefficients (HTC) were
purely depends on the fluid inlet and outlet temperatures. The outlet
temperatures ratio between the hot water and cold nanofluid was
analyzed at different Reynolds numbers and the values are presented in
Fig. 3. The outlet temperatures ratio is decreased with an increase of
Reynolds number and it is further decreased with an increase of particle
volume concentrations. The Eq. (6) of OHTC is purely depends on the
ratio between average rate of heat flow and the logarithmic mean
temperature difference. The decrease of Eq. (6) denominator resulting
that an increase of OHTC and it leads to an increase of HTC of nanofluids
compared to the base fluid. The similar nature of decrease in outlet
temperatures ratio with an increase of particle loadings and Reynolds
number was observed by Saleh and Sundar [75] for Ni/water nanofluids
in a PHE.

Fig. 4. Average heat transfer rate of nanofluids at different particle volume
concentrations and volume flow rates.

4.3. Average heat transfer rate

that means hot water volume flow rate is fixed to 3 lit/min and cold
nanofluid volume flow rate is adjusted from 3 lit/min to 11 lit/min.
Using the Eq. (14) the Renf range was calculated. The Renf range for ϕ =
0.2% nanofluid is 159.64 to 585.35; for 0.4% nanofluid is 155.61 to
570.59; for 0.6% nanofluid is 150.55 to 552.04; for 0.8% nanofluid is
146.97 to 538.89; for 1.0% nanofluid is 143.55 to 526.36, respectively.
The overall heat transfer coefficient (OHTC) of water as well as
nanofluids was estimated from Eq. (6) and the data is presented in Fig. 5
at various Reynolds numbers and particle loadings. The OHTC is
increased with an increase of Reynolds number and particle loadings.
The OHTC is increased to 9.12%, 13.19%, 17.39%, 20.72% and 24.64%
at ϕ = 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8% and 1.0% particle loading of nanofluid at
Reynolds number of 159.64, 155.62, 150.56, 146.97, and 143.55,
respectively compared to water data. The OHTC is further enhanced to
12.22%, 17.42%, 22.41%, 25.59% and 32.50% at ϕ = 0.2%, 0.4%,
0.6%, 0.8% and 1.0% particle loading of nanofluid at Reynolds number
of 585.36, 570.60, 552.04, 538.90, and 526.37, respectively over the
water. Similar rise of OHTC with augmented Re and ϕ was noticed by
[20].

Eqs. (1) and (2) predicts the rate of heat flow of hot water and cold
nanofluid and its average (Eq. (5)) is used for the entropy and exergy
( )
efficiency analysis. The average heat transfer rate Q̇a at different
mass flow rates (ṁ) are provided in Fig. 4. The Q̇a is increased with an
increase of ϕ and ṁ values. The Q̇a is increased to 5.36%, 7.62%, 9.87%,
11.61% and 13.58% by using 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8% and 1.0% particle
loading of nanofluid at Re of 159.64, 155.62, 150.56, 146.97, and
143.55, respectively compared to water data. The Q̇a is further enhanced
to 6.81%, 9.81%, 12.32%, 14.11%, and 17.13% by using 0.2%, 0.4%,
0.6%, 0.8% and 1.0% particle loading of nanofluid at Re of 585.36,
570.60, 552.04, 538.90, and 526.37, respectively against water. The
raise of thermophysical properties of nanofluids is caused the increase of
rate of heat flow.
4.4. Overall heat transfer coefficient
After validating the base fluid data, the experiments were continued
with various particle concentrations of ND/water nanofluids. The flow
rates used for base fluid analysis was adopted for the nanofluids also,

Fig. 3. Hot and cold fluid outlet temperature ratios at different particle con
centrations and Reynolds numbers.

Fig. 5. The overall heat transfer coefficient of ND/water nanofluid at different
particle volume concentrations and Reynolds numbers.
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4.5. Heat transfer coefficient
The heat transfer coefficient (HTC) of water as well as nanofluids
were estimated from Eq. (13) by substituting OHTC from Eq. (6) and hot
fluid HTC from Eq. (8). The HTC of different nanofluids and Reynolds
numbers were shown in Fig. 6 along with Kristiawan et al. [76] for TiO2/
water nanofluid. The HTC of present ND/water data is predicting higher
values than the [76] TiO2/water nanofluid data. This is caused due to
higher particle thermal conductivity of ND compared to the TiO2
nanoparticles. Noticed from the figure, the HTC is increased with an
increase of particle loadings and Reynolds numbers. The HTC is
increased to 12.03%, 17.61%, 23.50%, 28.30% and 34.04% at ϕ = 0.2%,
0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8% and 1.0% particle loading of nanofluid at Reynolds
number of 159.64, 155.62, 150.56, 146.97, and 143.55, compared to
water data. The HTC is further enhanced to 18.80%, 27.52%, 36.30%,
42.14%, and 55.47% at ϕ = 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8% and 1.0% particle
loading of nanofluid at Reynolds number of 585.36, 570.60, 552.04,
538.90, and 526.37, over water. Similar rise of HTC with augmented Re
and ϕ was noticed by [77].
The Peclet number for a PHE depends on the thermal diffusivity and
volume flow rate of fluid used. Hence, the analysis is considered for the
effect of Peclet number on the HTC. The Peclet number and HTC at
various flow rates were determined by considering the nanofluid prop
erties at mean fluid temperature. The HTC of different nanofluids and
Peclet number were shown in Fig. 7. As seen from the figure, the HTC is
increased with an increase of Peclet number. The Peclet number range
for water is varies from 973 to 3882; for ϕ = 0.2% is 933 to 3740; for ϕ =
0.4% is 919 to 3663; for ϕ = 0.6% is 915 to 3610; for ϕ = 0.8% is 906 to
3702; for ϕ = 1.0% is 895 to 3695, respectively. A maximum HTC in
crease of 55.47% was observed at ϕ = 1.0% and at a Peclet number of
3695 against water data.

Fig. 7. The heat transfer coefficient of ND/water nanofluid at different particle
volume concentrations and Peclet numbers.

4.6. Nusselt number
The HTC of nanofluids is converted into non-dimensional Nusselt
number (Nu) from Eq. (19). The calculated Nusselt number of various
nanofluids was presented in Fig. 8 at various Re and ϕ. It is found that,
the Nusselt number of nanofluid is increased with increase of particle
concentrations and Reynolds numbers. At a particular volume flow rate
of nanofluid increased viscosity leads to slight reduction in Re values.
The Nu is increased to 5.05%, 7.51%, 10.43%, 12.92%, and 16.48% at ϕ
= 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8% and 1.0% particle loadings of nanofluid and
at Reynolds number of 159.64, 155.62, 150.56, 146.97, and 143.55,
respectively compared to water data. The Nu is further enhanced to

Fig. 8. The Nusselt number of ND/water nanofluid at different particle volume
concentrations and Peclet numbers.

11.42%, 16.57%, 21.88%, 25.11%, and 35.11% at ϕ = 0.2%, 0.4%,
0.6%, 0.8% and 1.0% and at Re of 585.36, 570.60, 552.04, 538.90, and
526.37, compared to water data. Similar increase of Nu has been
observed by [13,16] for Fe3O4/water and Al2O3/water nanofluid flow in
a horizontal tube.
4.7. Thermal entropy generation
Entropy generation is the common phenomenon in process heat
transfer. Lower irreversibility in the process is required for the effective
use. Heat transfer caused by temperature gradients and viscous effects
may contribute to the entropy generation in the heat exchangers. Eq.
(24) predicts the thermal entropy generation of different nanofluids at
various Reynolds number. The calculated thermal entropy generation
(TEG) of nanofluids was indicated in Fig. 9 at different Re and ϕ values.
It is indicated from Eq. (24), an increase of Nu, Re , and knf gives the
decrease of thermal entropy generation. The TEG is minimum when the
hot water and cold nanofluid temperatures are minimum. It is clearly
seen from the study, for ND/water nanofluids, the TEG is decreased with
an increase of nanoparticle loadings. Based on the geometry of the PHE,
it is also possible to see that recirculation flow and vortices have formed

Fig. 6. Experimental heat transfer coefficient of ND/water nanofluid is
compared with Kristiawan et al. [76] for TiO2/water nanofluid.
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Fig. 10. Frictional entropy generation of ND/water nanofluid at different
particle volume concentrations and Reynolds numbers.

Fig. 9. Thermal entropy generation of ND/water nanofluid at different particle
volume concentrations and Peclet numbers.

around the corrugated walls of the PHEs [44]. Furthermore, the corru
gation structure of PHE promotes recirculation and mixing of the
nanofluid flow. Therefore, the heat transfer rate of nanofluids is
increased, whereas the TEG values are decreased. The TEG value ob
tained for base fluid is higher compared to ND/water nanofluids. The
present study shows the similar results previously reported by Huminic
[64] for hybrid MWCNT + Fe3O4/water nanofluid and ND + Fe3O4/
water used in a flattened tube.
The TEG is decreased to 3.25%, 4.23%, 5.85%, 8.83%, and 10.88%
at ϕ = 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8% and 1.0% particle loadings of nanofluid
at Re of 159.64, 155.62, 150.56, 146.97, and 143.55, respectively
compared to water data. The TEG is further decreased to 6.38%, 7.64%,
9.51%, 15.63% and 20.66% at ϕ = 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8% and 1.0%
particle loading of nanofluid at Re of 585.36, 570.60, 552.04, 538.90,
and 526.37, compared to water data. The present study shows similar
results of previous report [77] for ND-Fe3O4/ethylene glycol and water
mixture based nanofluids.
4.8. Frictional entropy generation

Fig. 11. Total entropy generation of ND/water nanofluid at different particle
volume concentrations and Reynolds numbers.

The effect of frictional factor in the case of nanofluids is more
dominant because of the increase of flow resistance in the small channels
of the PHEs. As a result of this, the concentration of nanofluid increases
the friction factor for the fixed geometry of the PHE. The Eq. (25) esti
mates the frictional entropy generation (FEG) of different nanofluids
and the values were represented in Fig. 10 at various Re and ϕ. It is
clearly seen from the study that for water based ND/water nanofluids,
the FEG is increased with increase of ϕ. The FEG is increased to 1.58%,
3.12%, 4.56%, 4.49%, and 4.79% at ϕ = 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8% and
1.0% and at Re of 159.64, 155.62, 150.56, 146.97, and 143.55, over
water data. The FEG is further increased to 8.90%, 11.14%, 13.09%,
14.41% and 18.66% at ϕ = 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8% and 1.0% and at Re
of 585.36, 570.60, 552.04, 538.90, and 526.37, over water data. The
present study data indicates the similar fashion of similar results pre
sented [77] for ND + Fe3O4/60:40% water and ethylene glycol mixture
nanofluid.

0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8% and 1.0% and at Re of 159.64, 155.62, 150.56,
146.97, and 143.55, over water data. The TOEG is further decreased to
1.07%, 1.11%, 1.65%, 5.18% and 6.99% at ϕ of 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8%
and 1.0% and at Re of 585.36, 570.60, 552.04, 538.90, and 526.37,
respectively over water data. With the increase of Re values, the TOEG is
decreased due to the increase of FEG.
4.10. Thermal and frictional exergy destruction
Eq. (27) indicates the thermal exergy destruction (TED) and the data
is indicated in Fig. 12 at various Re and ϕ values. The TED is lower when
the Re and ϕ values are higher. When compared to base fluid, the TED is
decreased for nanofluids. The TED is decreased to 3.25%, 4.23%, 5.85%,
8.83% and 10.88% at ϕ of 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8% and 1.0% and at Re of
159.64, 155.62, 150.56, 146.97, and 143.55, over water data. The TED
is further lower to 6.38%, 7.64%, 9.51%, 15.63% and 20.66% at ϕ of
0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8% and 1.0% and at Re of 585.36, 570.60, 552.04,
538.90, and 526.37, over water data.
Eq. (28) predicts the frictional exergy destruction (FED) and the
values were noted in Fig. 13 at various Re and ϕ values. The FED is
higher when the Re and ϕ values are higher. When compared to base

4.9. Total entropy generation
The domination of TEG is higher than the FEG of the system. From
Eq. (26), total entropy generation (TOEG) was estimated and the values
are indicated in Fig. 11 at various Re and ϕ values. The TOEG is
decreased to 3.19%, 4.14%, 5.71%, 8.66% and 10.69% at ϕ of 0.2%,
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Fig. 14. Entropy generation number of ND/water nanofluid at different par
ticle volume concentrations and Reynolds numbers.

Fig. 12. Thermal exergy destruction of ND/water nanofluid at different parti
cle volume concentrations and Reynolds numbers.

to water data.
4.12. Bejan number
The Bejan number (Be) is the ratio of TEG to the TOEG. The Eq. (30)
predicts the Be and the data is indicated in Fig. 15 at Re and ϕ. If TEG is
higher, when the Be approaches to 1, if Be is far away from 1, the in
fluence of FEG is observed. For all the nanofluids, when the Re is lower,
the Be approaches to 1, with the increased of Re, the Be is decreased.
Higher Be suggests that heat transfer generates more entropy than FEG
and internal irreversibilities. Because of the rise in viscosity caused by
the addition of nanoparticles in the base fluid, the internal irrevers
ibilities are increased. The Be is decreased as the increase of Re due to
rise in pressure drop and pumping power. When water, 0.2%, 0.4%,
0.6%, 0.8% and 1.0% of nanofluids in PHE, the Be is 0.652, 0.617, 0.609,
0.600, 0.580, and 0.556 at Re of 617.28, 585.36, 570.6, 552.04, 538.9,
and 526.37, respectively. The total elimination of irreversibilities from
the PHE system is not possible, which means the Be never becomes zero.
The internal irreversibilities are higher for nanofluids because of the
increase of viscosity compared to the base fluid.

Fig. 13. Frictional exergy destruction of ND/water nanofluid at different par
ticle volume concentrations and Reynolds numbers.

fluid data, the FED is increased for nanofluids. The FED is increased to
7.31%, 11.38%, 15.31%, 18.09% and 21.61% at ϕ of 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%,
0.8% and 1.0% and at Re of 159.64, 155.62, 150.56, 146.97, and
143.55, over water data. The FED is further increased to 7.63%, 13.23%,
17.80%, 21.76% and 26.52% at ϕ of 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8% and 1.0%
and at Re of 585.36, 570.60, 552.04, 538.90, and 526.37, over water
data.
4.11. Entropy generation number
Entropy generation minimization can certainly improve the effi
ciency of the system. The entropy generation number (Ns) is an essential
parameter to consider while designing and developing the effective
thermal systems. Eq. (29) gives the Ns of various ND/water nanofluids
and the values are mentioned in Fig. 14. The Ns is decreased with in
crease of Re and ϕ. The Ns is decreased to 8.17%, 11.01%, 14.30%,
18.31% and 21.54% at ϕ of 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8% and 1.0% and at Re
of 159.64, 155.62, 150.56, 146.97, and 143.55, over water data. The Ns
is further lowered to 12.35%, 15.89%, 19.43%, 26.06% and 32.26% at ϕ
of 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8% and 1.0% particle loading of nanofluid at Re
of 585.36, 570.60, 552.04, 538.90, and 526.37, respectively compared

Fig. 15. The Bejan number of ND/water nanofluid at different particle volume
concentrations and Reynolds numbers.
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4.13. Exergy efficiency
Eq. (32), the exergy efficiency (ηex) of nanofluids was calculated and
the values are provided in Fig. 16 at different Re and ϕ values. When Re
and ϕ are increased, resulting that, the ηex of nanofluids is increased. The
heat received by the nanofluids is higher compared to water from the
adjacent fluid, which leads to the higher ηex. The Nu and HTC is higher
for nanofluids, which reflects the higher values of ηex. Lower the TOEG is
also one of the reasons for higher ηex. The ηex of water is 60.79% at a Re
of 617.28, and it is increased to 72.78% for ϕ = 1.0% at a Re of 526.37.
In terms of percentage it is 19.74% over the base fluid.
4.14. Effectiveness
The maximum possible heat transfer that may be achieved if a fluid
undergoes a temperature change equal to the maximum temperature
difference achievable between hot and cold fluid is referred to as
effectiveness. Eq. (34) gives the effectiveness of the PHE working with
nanofluids. Fig. 17 indicates the effectiveness of nanofluids at different
Re and ϕ values. With the increased Re and ϕ values, the effectiveness is
increased. The effectiveness is increased to 5.36%, 7.62%, 9.87%,
11.61% and 13.58% at ϕ of 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8% and 1.0% and at Re
of 159.64, 155.62, 150.56, 146.97, and 143.55, respectively compared
to water data. The effectiveness is further increased to 6.81%, 9.81%,
12.32%, 14.11% and 14.41% at ϕ of 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8% and 1.0%
particle loading of nanofluid at Re of 585.36, 570.60, 552.04, 538.90,
and 526.37, respectively compared to water data.

Fig. 17. The effectiveness of ND/water nanofluid at different particle volume
concentrations and Reynolds numbers.

4.15. Number of transfer units
Eq. (35) finds the number of transfer units (NTU) of nanofluids and
the values are noted in Fig. 18 at different Re and ϕ values. The NTU is
increased with an increase of Re and ϕ values. The NTU is increased to
9.12%, 13.19%, 17.39%, 20.72% and 24.64% at ϕ of 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%,
0.8% and 1.0% and at Re of 159.64, 155.62, 150.56, 146.97, and
143.55, respectively compared to water data. The NTU is further
increased to 12.22%, 17.42%, 22.41%, 25.59% and 32.81% at ϕ of
0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8% and 1.0% and at Re of 585.36, 57
4.16. Pressure drop
The current study examines the relationship between pressure drop
and Re for different ϕ values of nanofluid as well as the base fluid.

Fig. 18. The number of transfer units of ND/water nanofluid at different par
ticle volume concentrations and Reynolds numbers.

According to the findings, an increased Re and ϕ leads to an increase of
pressure drop. Due to the presence of nanoparticles in base fluid its
viscosity is increased. The pressure drop of nanofluids is increased
because of the increase of viscosity. Similarly, the PHE contributes more
pressure drop as a result of turbulence induced by the nanofluid passing
through the channels. Eq. (20) evaluates the pressure drop of PHE, and
the data is shown in Fig. 19. The pressure drop is increased to 1.85%,
4.68%, 6.95%, 7.46% and 7.99% at ϕ of 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8% and
1.0% particle loading and at Re of 159.64, 155.62, 150.56, 146.97, and
143.55, respectively compared to water data. The pressure drop is
further increased to 9.49%, 12.67%, 15.48%, 17.45% and 22.80% at ϕ
of 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8% and 1.0% particle loading and at Re of
585.36, 570.60, 552.04, 538.90, and 526.37, respectively compared to
water data.
4.17. Pumping power
The pumping pump of nanofluids in PHE in estimated from Eq. (21)
and values are noted in Fig. 20 at various Re and ϕ. Compared to water,
the viscosity of nanofluids is higher, which causes the increase of pres
sure drop as well as pumping power. From the figure, it is observed that,

Fig. 16. The exergy efficiency of ND/water nanofluid at different particle
volume concentrations and Reynolds numbers.
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Fig. 19. The pressure drop of ND/water nanofluid at different particle volume
concentrations and Reynolds numbers.

Fig. 21. The friction factor of ND/water nanofluid at different particle volume
concentrations and Reynolds numbers.

17.74%, 20.33% and 26.80% at ϕ of 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8% and 1.0%
particle loadings and at Re of 585.36, 570.60, 552.04, 538.90, and
526.37, respectively compared to water data. Due to the increase of
viscosity of nanofluids, the pressure drop, pumping power as well as
friction factor is increased.
4.19. Performance index ratio
From the present experimental study, it has been observed that the
HTC of nanofluid is increased with an increase of ϕ. In contrast, pressure
drop is also increased with an increase of ϕ values. To elucidate both
effects and to find the effective use of nanofluid instead of base fluid, the
performance index ratio (PIR) was calculated from the Eq. (33) for better
evaluation [20]. The PIR used in this study takes into an account of the
combined effect of Q̇a and pumping power (Pp) of nanofluid to the base
fluid. The performance index is greater than 1 means the heat transfer
enhancement is more rather than the friction factor enhancement. The
highest performance index ratio was observed at ϕ = 1% volume con
centration. The Fig. 22 shows the PIR of different nanofluids. As it is seen
from the figure, at lower Re values, the PIR is increased. Moreover, at
higher Re values, the PIR is lower. At ϕ = 1.0%, the PIR is 1.086 at a Re

Fig. 20. The pumping power of ND/water nanofluid at different particle vol
ume concentrations and Reynolds numbers.

pumping power is increased with an increase of particle loadings. The
increase of pumping power is the penalty of the system, which means it
needs more pumping power to send the nanofluids in a PHE. The
pumping power is increased to 1.39%, 3.49%, 4.90%, 4.88% and 4.59%
at ϕ of 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8% and 1.0% particle loading and at Re of
159.64, 155.62, 150.56, 146.97, and 143.55, respectively compared to
water data. The pumping power is further increased to 9%, 11.39%,
13.27%, 14.63% and 18.93% at ϕ of 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8% and 1.0%
particle loading and at Re of 585.36, 570.60, 552.04, 538.90, and
526.37, respectively compared to water data.
4.18. Friction factor
The friction factor (f) of nanofluids is estimated with Eq. (22). Fig. 21
reflects the f at different at Re and ϕ. The findings of the studies indicate
that the f of nanofluid is higher than that of base fluid at the same Re.
Furthermore, it was found that the f of nanofluids is increased with an
increase of ϕ. The f is increased to 2.3%, 5.79%, 9.04%, 10.09% and
11.51% at ϕ of 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8% and 1.0% particle loadings and
at Re of 159.64, 155.62, 150.56, 146.97, and 143.55, respectively
compared to water data. The f is further increased to 9.98%, 13.86%,

Fig. 22. The performance index ratio of ND/water nanofluid at different par
ticle volume concentrations and Reynolds numbers.
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of 143.5. Similarly, for each concentration of nanofluid, the PIR values
are greater than 1. Hence, the analysis shows that the ND/water nano
fluids in PHE indicate an increase of pressure drop and heat transfer. The
increase of heat transfer pays off the pressure drop penalty, thus im
proves the PIR of the PHE system.
4.20. Proposed correlations
4.20.1. Nusselt number
Based on the experimental results a new correlation was developed
to predict the Nusselt number of ND/water nanofluid. The Nu correla
tion is developed by considering Re, Pr and ϕ variable in the form of Eq.
(46) with an average deviation of 1.47% and standard deviation of
1.93%.
Nureg = 0.2720 Re0.3855 Pr0.5415 (1 + ϕ)0.3109
143 ≤ Re ≤ 620; 5.78 ≤ Pr ≤ 7.02; 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 1.0%

(46)

Fig. 23 shows the comparison between an experimental data and the
proposed Eq. (46) data. It is noticed from the figure, there is a good
agreement between the experimental and equation data.

Fig. 24. The experimental friction factor is compared with the proposed fric
tion factor of Eq. (47).

4.20.2. Friction factor
From the experimental results a new correlation was developed to
predict the friction factor of ND/water nanofluid. The friction factor
correlation is developed by considering Re, Pr and ϕ variable in the form
of Eq. (47) with an average deviation of 1.13% and standard deviation of
1.44%.
freg = 47.48Re− 0.9489 (1 + ϕ)0.02661
143 ≤ Re ≤ 620; 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 1.0%

➢ The outlet temperatures ratio for nanofluids is decreased when
compared to the base fluid data and it is further decreased with an
increase of Re values.
➢ With the increase of nanoparticles concentration in the base fluid,
the OHTC, HTC and Nusselt number is increased.
➢ The OHTC, HTC and Nu is augmented to 32.5%, 55.47% and 35.11%
at ϕ = 1.0% and at a Re of 526.37, over the base fluid data.
➢ Compared to water data, the TEG is lower for nanofluids and it is
further lower when ϕ is increased.
➢ The TEG is lower to 20.66% to that of water at ϕ = 1.0% and at a Re
of 526.37.
➢ The increased viscosity of ND/water nanofluids in PHE leads to an
increase of 26.80% of friction factor, 18.93% of pumping factor, and
18.66% of frictional entropy generation at ϕ = 1.0% and at a Rey
nolds number of 526.37, respectively.
➢ The maximum effectiveness of 1.0% concentration of ND/water
nanofluid is 14.41% at Re of 526.37 compared to water.
➢ The maximum number of transfer units of 1.0% volume concentra
tion of ND/water nanofluid is 32.81% at Re of 526.37, over the water
data.
➢ The exergy efficiency and entropy generation number was raised to
19.74% and 32.96%; the total entropy generation was lower to
6.99% at ϕ = 1.0% and at a Re of 526.37.

(47)

Fig. 24 shows the comparison between an experimental data and the
proposed Eq. (47) data. It is noticed from the figure, there is a good
agreement between the experimental and equation data.
5. Conclusion
In this work, the heat transfer coefficient, friction factor, thermal
entropy generation, frictional entropy generation, effectiveness and
number of transfer units of ND/water nanofluids flow in a PHE has been
studied experimentally. The analysis was carried at different nano
particles concentrations, mass flow rate and Reynolds numbers. The
following conclusions are drawn from the study.

Finally by using ND/water nanofluids in PHE gives an enhancement
in heat transfer coefficient, effectiveness and exergy efficiency with a
slight increase of friction factor. The role of viscosity increase is clearly
found in terms of higher pumping power and frictional entropy
generation.
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